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From: Liz Grogger
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Music festival in Overland Golf Course
Date: Sunday, July 30, 2017 9:58:07 PM


I live in the neighborhood near the golf course and would like to STRONGLY object to the proposed festival. The
golf course will be totally trashed, but my main concern is the river wildlife that would be disrupted. The river will
be filled with cigarrette butts and refuse, not to mention the thousands of loud people and bands scaring the wildlife
away. That is a beautiful ecosystem. Please don't ruin it.
Thank you.
Elizabeth Grogger
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From: grammyk456@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: music festival
Date: Thursday, July 27, 2017 7:38:10 AM


I can’t believe you would even consider allowing a music festival on a lovely golf course, in
residential  neighborhoods where residents would have to endure that loud music that can be heard
from many distances and not to mention the destruction and trash on the course. Music festivals
should be out in wide open fields to accommodate thousands of people and where people,
especially elderly ones don’t have to listen to that loud music. You don’t care who or what it affects,
so long as it brings you lots of money. I guess you haven’t learned your lesson from the last concert.
The type of people these bands attract  is not worth it.                              Mail for Windows 10
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From: Julie Faber
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Overland golf Course
Date: Wednesday, July 19, 2017 5:31:33 PM


PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE VOTE NO ON THIS NIGHTMARE! THIS LOCATION
CANNOT HANDLE 5,000 PEOPLE LET ALONE 40,000!
THIS SHOULD BE PUT TO A VOTE TO THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN THE AREA.
DENVER COUNCIL THIS MONEY IS NOT WORTH THE NIGHTMARE IT WILL BE!
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From: Estancia Montoya
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Against Overland Superfly Concert
Date: Monday, July 31, 2017 10:21:26 AM


Begin forwarded message:


From: Briane Montoya <briane.montoya@gmail.com>
Date: July 28, 2017 at 6:43:51 AM MDT
To: DistrictOne@denvergov.org, kevin.flynn@denvergov.org, 
paul.lopez@denvergov.org, kendra.black@denvergov.org, 
marybeth.susman@denvergov.org, paul.kashmann@denvergov.org, 
jolon.clark@denvergov.org, maggie.thompson@denvergov.org, 
autumn.bjugstad@denvergov.org, Christopher.Herndon@denvergov.org, 
albus.brooks@denvergov.org, wayne.new@denvergov.org, 
stacie.gilmore@denvergov.org, kniechatlarge@denvergov.org, 
ortegaatlarge@denvergov.org, Helene Orr <heleneorr@gmail.com>,  Big Sister
<emontoya79@yahoo.com>, Madre <lamontoya@comcast.net>, 
mallory_montoya_1313@gmail.com, ryan@greenwayfoundation.org, 
jeff@greenwayfoundation.org, Devon@thewaterconnection.org, 
rachel@greenwayfoundation.org
Subject: Against Overland Superfly Concert


Dear City Council, 
I am against the superfly concert. It is dangerous to house that many people in such an
uncontrolled environment. Broncos stadium which has a capacity of 76,125 people. The
50,398 at Coors field were not brought in over night, it developed alongside the city
development which brought better light, so it is properly lit up. Providing a safer
environment that is prepared to attract visitors. This is an unsafe environment for the people
with a lack of plan to be accountable to ensure the well being of these 80k visitors.
 
Parking is definitely a problem. Not just the fact that there are no major parking structures in a
walking distance from the proposed venue. They are already having trouble finding parking for the
ruby hill pavilion which is a FREE/RSVP event in OUR public parks. The metallica concert held at
the mile highs sports authority was so densely populated for that area which is prepared to house that
capacity.  The traffic was rerouted from Colfax to stream into parking lots and routed down 8th ave.
We don't have that same luxury. Santa Dr drive is a major artery and vein because the traffic runs
both ways to the heart of downtown. 
 
Walking to get to the concert will flood our streets with pollution and polluters.Beer, bile and
potentially other harmful toxins.  Individuals who cant afford the concert will be loitering along the
streets and river bank. The parent site cocella promoters propose a 100$ a day but online parent site
concert cocella are at low 800 and high of 15k per day. The numbers are off, 200k and 10% are not
nearly worth the risk. Colorado is growing because of its safe atmosphere offered with a diverse
open mind to preserving the earth and its environment as we grow sustainable. That is what makes us
great and different than other cities. These numbers are not in favor of our tax dollars best interest. 
 
39-73 Increased danger because there are no safe access points to all areas of the golf course. I don't
want to be a test site for Woodstock. There are known rapes and violent out breaks related to an
atmosphere being proposed. Allowing kids 10 and under that same atmosphere. We don't even allow
these standards to be broken for civic center our biggest city park venue which is under 50k capacity.
These rules being placed for the protection and well being of the people. When the current overland
golf capacity is 1,200.
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Denver is a tourist destination all on it's own..the reason is we offer beautiful parks within the city
limits. We are consciously aware of over population and growth and the need to accommodate new
residents, however this is not offering them the best of Denver for our very beautiful area. I want our
neighborhood to prosper  but I want it to prosper for the right reasons and in a moderate way. Music
down by the river would be amazing but I picture something like Kyoto. The heart of Japan. There is
where FREE bands play and people gather and walk the river. Since it has been being cleaned up.lets
continue In that direction and Not allow a big company to come into our public land that our tax
payers have earned. Especially not for a small amount of 200k and 90k for insurance for damages.
And then reimburse 200k for damages Back to them after their huge profit.
 
 
Promoter was unsure of ticket price after 1 year of proposals but said100 dollar ticket, a day
and rising, time 3 is 300.300 time 60k to 80k are 13Million to 24Million to exploit our
neighborhoods offerings. This IS NoT a Deal with the people's best interest! This is paving the
avenue for permit removing a historic golf course..13,000,000 to 24,000,000 per day. Times that
by a year.

I Propose an idea to have a smaller but, maxing out the civic center at 49k which has the police
training for the emergency routes. The dates open for renting the civic center venue for those same
dates
in september are currently
 open and currently our parks and recs have openings for potential future events. September events in
the civic center are just the taste of Colorado.  This would be great to have downtown. You can
always add in a radio station to tune into each stage from lofts downtown overviewing the concert.
 
The current maximum capacity is 7,500 for the levitt pavilion on ruby hill which is offering great
musical atmosphere for not only our upcoming local artists but I'm curious how many days are
dedicated to local artists at the current concert center levitt?...
 
This current proposals is geared toward eminent domain for our neighborhood and the 1st
Historic Golf Course West the Mississippi River.  We provide history and knowledge throughout
our city. Let's knowledge and propose events that will increase the natural habitat to a modern
atmosphere in a moderate way.
 
Soil needs to be sampled prior to any direct disturbance of the land being 300 ft from the Shattuck
removal site. And before potentially exposing 60k-80k + people to any residual radioative waste. It
should be good but how deep and knowing it is clean is a conscious effort to ensuring the public
safety prior to playing in the mud.
http://projects.wsj.com/waste-lands/site/419-shattuck-chemical/
 
 
I helped combat in the removal of the shattick radioactive dump site since I was
younger than 9 years old. I wrote congress at 11 before Deb Sanchez tesitified
in front of congress. We then donated the remaining funds from the clean-up to
the greenway foundation to continue the clean up of our neighborhood. So
please take in consideration all the hard work from this great neighborhood
neighbors in cleaning up and offerring a more sustainable environment!!
 
 
Thank you for your time and energy!


 
Briane Montoya
31 year
Overland Resident
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Briane Montoya
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Electrical Engineering Technician- Cowgirl Electric
Preferred Pronouns: she, her, hers
Tel: 303-242-0380
Web: www.gocowgirlelectric.com
 -Dedicated to Renewable Energy and Sustainability


---------------------------------------------------------
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From: Sarah Clayman
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: brittany@sewaldhanfling.com
Subject: Proposed Denver Music Festival 2018
Date: Sunday, July 09, 2017 10:22:14 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Letter of Support 2018 Denver Music Festival.pdf


To Whom It May Concern
 
Please find attached our letter of support for the Denver Music Festival 2018 (Superfly Presents).
 
Please feel free to reach out if you need any further information.
 
Regards
 
Sarah Clayman
Managing Director
sarahclayman@dime-detroit.com
Phone: 313-223-1600
Skype:  SarahClayman-DIME
 


WANT TO KNOW WHAT IT’S LIKE STUDYING AT DIME?  WELL… THIS IS WHAT SOME OF OUR
SATISFIED STUDENTS SAY…
 
“I like that I’m not only learning my instrument but how the music industry works and how to succeed overall." (BA Drums)
 
“I love the fact that I never stop learning.” (BA Vocals)
 
“Our teachers put their full effort into encouraging, disciplining and engaging with us. It is obvious they want us to
succeed.” (BA Songwriting)
 
"A creative place to meet other musicians, network and learn about the industry." (BA Music Entrepreneurship)
 
"The environment is electric. The facilities have equipment that’s accessible. The instructors are working practitioners in
their craft and they are supportive.” (Certificate Songwriting)
 
 
Disclaimer
 
The information in this email and any attachments may contain proprietary and confidential information that is intended for the addressee(s) only. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, retention or use of the contents of this information
is prohibited. When addressed to our clients or vendors, any information contained in this e-mail or any attachments is subject to the terms and
conditions in any governing contract. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately contact the sender and delete the e-mail.
 
CND America Inc, Registered in USA Registered Office Address: c/o Bodmans Law, 1901 St Antoine, Detroit, 48226, USA
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DIME Denver LLC 
Registered address: c/o Bodmans Law, 1901 St Antoine St, Detroit, MI 48226              
ID number 60571Y 



July 6th, 2017 
 
Denver City Council 
City and County Building 
1437 Bannock Street, Room 451 
Denver, CO 80202 
 
 
To Whom it may concern, 
 
 
 
 
We are writing in supported of the proposed 2018 Denver Music Festival (Superfly Presents). 
 
DIME Denver is a music institute, that is working in partnership with Metropolitan State University of Denver, to 
provide Bachelor of Arts degrees to the next generation of musicians in Denver, Colorado State, and the USA.  
The programs include Commercial Performance, Commercial Songwriting and Music Industry Studies. 
 
To hold a cultural music event in Denver, will continue the city’s enhancement of music with the view to Denver 
becoming a renowned Music City in America. It will also give musicians a platform to promote themselves and 
entrepreneurs the real-life experience needed to further their careers.  Residents of Denver will be able to 
experience and enjoy the diverse music and cultural scene the city offers.   
 
DIME Denver will be available to support the proposed festival where possible. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sarah Clayman and Kevin Nixon 
 
 
 













From: (null) (null)
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: District 1 Comments; Flynn, Kevin J. - CC City Council Elected; Lopez, Paul D. - CC City Council Elected; Black,


Kendra A. - CC City Council Elected; Susman, Mary Elizabeth - CC City Council Elected; Kashmann, Paul J. - CC
City Council Elected; Clark, Jolon M. - CC City Council Elected; Thompson, Maggie M. - CC City Council Central
Office; Bjugstad, Autumn E. - City Council; Herndon, Christopher J. - CC City Council Elected; Brooks, Albus - CC
City Council Elected; New, Wayne C. - CC City Council Elected; Gilmore, Stacie M. - CC City Council Elected;
kniechatlarge; Deborah Ortega - Councilwoman At Large; ryan@greenwayfoundation.org;
jeff@greenwayfoundation.org; Devon@thewaterconnection.org; rachel@greenwayfoundation.org; dencc - City
Council; Briane Montoya


Subject: Against Overland Superfly Concert
Date: Monday, July 31, 2017 11:02:30 AM


Hello All City Council, 


I am also a resident of the Overland Golf Course and also believe 100% that this Mega Music
festival in this very small and congested area is not the right fit! There are so many safety
concerns that have to be taken into consideration, before you decide to host this event. I just
went a few weeks ago to enjoy the Levitt pavilion show of UB40 and doing so, I experienced
issues with parking. It flowed well into the neighborhood and completely filled the park. That
was only about 7500 people, I actually think it was more like 5000 people. This new Levitt
Pavilion is probably the biggest this neighborhood can safely handle with a few problems with
parking. Bringing this mega music festival to this small neighborhood bringing an average of
60,000 people is insane and plain out wrong! I believe that you all are in a leadership role in
our city and it is YOUR job to develop this city, but to do it safely and keep the citizens of this
city safe! Your job is not to choose money over safety!!! Also, let's speak about the millions
this private event owner Superfly will make off of our public lands!! The city is not going to
get much out of this and will only Damage our beautiful HISTORIC golf course and put
MANY people in danger! Who is going to pay the payroll of all our city workers that would
be needed to host a HUGE event like this? Police officers and firefighters are just a small part
of who would be needed to safely control this Mega Music event in a small neighborhood ! I
would greatly appreciate each of you to really consider this Mega Music festival to be held
somewhere else! Civic center park is ready and open for the dates the event planner is
requesting. There are just too many risks with bringing this Mega Music festival in a venue
that is not built or developed to hold as much as Invesco field! We don't have any safe
emergency entrance/exit plan or any way to accommodate a plan with only 3 ways to enter
this golf course. 


I ask that you please vote NO tonight on bringing this Mega Music festival to the Overland
Golf Course! 


I also forwarded you the e-mail from Briane Montoya, she has so many great points to her
letter! 


Thank you, 
Estancia Montoya 


Sent from my iPhone


On Jul 28, 2017, at 6:43 AM, Briane Montoya <briane.montoya@gmail.com> wrote:
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I am against the superfly concert. It is dangerous to house that many people in such an
uncontrolled environment. Broncos stadium which has a capacity of 76,125 people. The
50,398 at Coors field were not brought in over night, it developed alongside the city
development which brought better light, so it is properly lit up. Providing a safer
environment that is prepared to attract visitors. This is an unsafe environment for the people
with a lack of plan to be accountable to ensure the well being of these 80k visitors.


Parking is definitely a problem. Not just the fact that there are no major parking structures in a
walking distance from the proposed venue. They are already having trouble finding parking for the
ruby hill pavilion which is a FREE/RSVP event in OUR public parks. The metallica concert held at
the mile highs sports authority was so densely populated for that area which is prepared to house that
capacity.  The traffic was rerouted from Colfax to stream into parking lots and routed down 8th ave.
We don't have that same luxury. Santa Dr drive is a major artery and vein because the traffic runs
both ways to the heart of downtown. 


Walking to get to the concert will flood our streets with pollution and polluters.Beer, bile and
potentially other harmful toxins.  Individuals who cant afford the concert will be loitering along the
streets and river bank. The parent site cocella promoters propose a 100$ a day but online parent site
concert cocella are at low 800 and high of 15k per day. The numbers are off, 200k and 10% are not
nearly worth the risk. Colorado is growing because of its safe atmosphere offered with a diverse
open mind to preserving the earth and its environment as we grow sustainable. That is what makes us
great and different than other cities. These numbers are not in favor of our tax dollars best interest. 


39-73 Increased danger because there are no safe access points to all areas of the golf course. I don't
want to be a test site for Woodstock. There are known rapes and violent out breaks related to an
atmosphere being proposed. Allowing kids 10 and under that same atmosphere. We don't even allow
these standards to be broken for civic center our biggest city park venue which is under 50k capacity.
These rules being placed for the protection and well being of the people. When the current overland
golf capacity is 1,200.


Denver is a tourist destination all on it's own..the reason is we offer beautiful parks within the city
limits. We are consciously aware of over population and growth and the need to accommodate new
residents, however this is not offering them the best of Denver for our very beautiful area. I want our
neighborhood to prosper  but I want it to prosper for the right reasons and in a moderate way. Music
down by the river would be amazing but I picture something like Kyoto. The heart of Japan. There is
where FREE bands play and people gather and walk the river. Since it has been being cleaned up.lets
continue In that direction and Not allow a big company to come into our public land that our tax
payers have earned. Especially not for a small amount of 200k and 90k for insurance for damages.
And then reimburse 200k for damages Back to them after their huge profit.  


Promoter was unsure of ticket price after 1 year of proposals but said
100 dollar ticket ,a day  and rising, time 3 is 300.300 time 60k to 80k are 13Million to 24Million
to exploit our neighborhoods offerings. This IS NoT a Deal with the people's best interest! This is
paving the avenue for permit removing a historic golf course..


13,000,000 to 24,000,000 per day.  Times that by a year.

I Propose an idea to have a smaller but, maxing out the civic center at 49k which has the police
training for the emergency routes. The dates open for renting the civic center venue for those same
dates in september are currently open and currently our parks and recs have openings for
potential future events. September events in the civic center are just the taste of Colorado.  This
would be great to have downtown. You can always add in a radio station to tune into each stage from
lofts downtown overviewing the concert.


The current maximum capacity is 7,500 for the levitt pavilion on ruby hill which is offering great
musical atmosphere for not only our upcoming local artists but I'm curious how many days are
dedicated to local artists at the current concert center levitt?...







This current proposals is geared toward eminent domain for our neighborhood and the 1st Historic
Golf Course West the Mississippi River.  We provide history and knowledge through  out our city.
Let's knowledge and propose events that will increase the natural habitat to a modern atmosphere in a
moderate way.


Soil needs to be sampled prior to any direct disturbance of the land being 300 ft from the sh attuck
removal site. And before potentially exposing 60k-80k + people to any residual radioative waste. It
should be good but how deep and knowing it is clean is a conscious effort to ensuring the public
safety prior to playing in the mud.
http://projects.wsj.com/waste-lands/site/419-shattuck-chemical/  


I helped combat in the removal of the shattick radioactive dump site since I was
younger than 9 years old. I wrote congress at 11 before Deb Sanchez tesitified
in front of congress. We then donated the remaining funds from the clean-up to
the greenway foundation to continue the clean up of our neighborhood. So
please take in consideration all the hard work from this great neighborhood
neighbors in cleaning up and offerring a more sustainable environment!!


Thank you for your time and energy !


Briane Montoya
31 year Overland Resident


Briane Montoya
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Electrical Engineering Technician- Cowgirl Electric
Preferred Pronouns: she, her, hers
Tel: 303-242-0380
Web: www.gocowgirlelectric.com
 -Dedicated to Renewable Energy and Sustainability


---------------------------------------------------------
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From: Ray Ehrenstein
To: Ray Ehrenstein
Cc: Clark, Jolon M. - CC City Council Elected; dencc - City Council
Subject: Proposed music festival in Overland Park
Date: Sunday, July 23, 2017 3:33:19 PM


Dear Council Member,


My name is Ray Ehrenstein and I live with James T. Sample at 2122 South
Fox Street in Overland Park neighborhood, just across Evans Avenue from
the Overland Park Golf course. I have lived here for 44 years. James is 4th
generation in Overland.


It appears that the proposed Superfly music festival at Overland Park Golf
Course is drawing detractors and adherents from not only our close-in
neighborhood, but also from across Denver. Some folks came here from
other parts of Denver (before Levitt was built) to tell us that "admission-
based events" in our parks are just plain bad. They prefer bucolic and
leisurely walk in parks, as being a sufficient amount of activation for any
park. Even "stroller moms" are frowned upon as being too pushy.


We are in our mid-seventies and our hearing is excellent. Good music is
good music. We had a blast at the Grand Opening of Levitt Pavilion
Denver. We would rather see our new millennial neighbors having fun and
listening to their generation's music, while we enjoy visits from "Wings" or
Lionel Richie to maintaining the staid norms of the past. Superfly promises
us generational variety.


Some of our neighbors apparently like to watch coyotes chase house cats
across the old golf course and then extol the wildness of this parkland and
their preference for a continuing rural ambiance. They view with suspicion
a new and more modern activation. Jim and I do not mind new neighbors
and new ideas and would like to see this well considered and carefully
planned event come to our neighborhood.


Jim is of a family which has lived in different homes, but all within this old
neighborhood, since the 1890's. Down a block & 1/2 from us by the South
Platte river is Grant Frontier Park. Downriver from us less than a mile is
Ruby Hill Park (where we enjoyed the Grand Opening of Levitt Pavilion
Denver just last Thursday). And across the river from Ruby Hill is Denver's
oldest golf course and home to where the first airplane landed in Denver.
It was also at one time a racetrack for horses and later cars. This parkland
has seen a succession of "activations". Historically, these have been
entertaining, welcomed by most locals and generally successful. These
admission-based events drew businesses, commerce and money to South
Denver.


Now, we have an opportunity to promote Overland Park, Ruby
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Hill/Godsman, Athmar Park and other surrounding Southwest
neighborhoods, once again, as entertainment destinations. We can inject
needed capital and infrastructure improvements into our parks and our
neighborhoods without asking for government assistance. This is a far
better way to lift old communities from recent years of stagnation and
neglect than any I can imagine. While some fear and imagine dangers
from incoming density bringing us increased crime, we see the opposite
being more likely. More eyes on the street, neighbors looking out for one
another's children and the elderly. Also very appealing for Jim and me,
shops close by. I would drive the car less.


Please consider the Denver of tomorrow. Plan for tomorrow's
transportation, entertainment and lifestyles rather than favoring
yesterdays' visions. We firmly support the new music festival at Overland
Park! Thank you for allowing our input.


Yours Sincerely,
Ray Ehrenstein
James Sample
303.698.0337








From: James Waddell
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Brittany Morris Saunders
Subject: BikeDenver support for Denver music festival
Date: Friday, July 21, 2017 5:20:47 PM


Dear Denver City Council Members,


 


I am writing on behalf of BikeDenver, Denver’s local bicycle advocacy organization.  We represent people across
all eleven council districts who bike and would like to bike more. We also speak for organizations with bicycling-
related activities in Denver. 


 


We have met with Superfly to discuss the proposed music festival at Overland Golf Course and ask City Council to
approve the contract.  From my conversations with them, and my own research, Superfly looks to have a track
record of valuing alternative transportation and they see that biking is an important component of this
proposed festival. 


 


We have discussed their plans for bike parking and bike valet to accommodate the high number of cyclists expected
to use this form of transportation to get to and from the festival.  As with many of the events we partner with to
provide bike parking and technical advice, this is important to help alleviate parking and traffic concerns for nearby
neighborhoods.  


 


With the City showing its recent support for increased mobility options I would encourage the City to approve the
festival contract and look forward to working with the City and Superfly to create a bike-friendly environment for
this festival.


 


Feel free to contact me with any questions.


 


Sincerely,


James


 


-- 
James Waddell     
Executive Director - BikeDenver - 720.530.5894
james@bikedenver.org
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From: Kathlene.Smith@HealthONEcares.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: RE: Resolution 17-0687 - Music Festival
Date: Monday, July 24, 2017 10:38:43 AM


Hi there!
My name is Kathlene Smith, and I live on Harrison Street in 80206.
 
I am writing you today to express my complete support for the music festival proposal put forth in
Resolution 17-0687. This music festival, while inherently surrounded by logistical worries, would be a
huge boon to our economy. When my husband and I moved to the area four years ago, we were
surprised that a city with such a vibrant music scene wouldn’t have a regularly scheduled festival.
Sister cities like Austin and San Francisco have held festivals for many years now, with enormous
success. Not only would it increase tourism by at least the number of attendees (capped at 80,000),
but also through the peripheral services/goods purveyors that would follow the festival to town as
well. Ongoing, it could serve as a pipeline for local acts to be recognized on a larger scale more
often.
 
While I am sensitive to the worries of local residents, many of us that live in areas close to popular
attractions must deal with similar concerns already. In my neighborhood, the City Park Jazz
performances cause over-crowded streets every Sunday for the entirety of the summer. This
includes increased trash left, decreased availability of parking, and often loud disturbances as people
make their way away from the park and head home. Despite this, the impact on my life is minimal – I
plan to look for garbage and wash down my sidewalks on most Mondays. This proposal, however,
plans to address many of these concerns on the front-end, instead of waiting for an issue to arise. I
feel that if local residents and businesses are against this proposal, they should be required to
demonstrate the impact of their concern. Living in Denver, a vibrant and rapidly growing city, does
not mean the same thing it did 20 years ago. Today, it means making room for the new leaders that
are travelling here, and supporting that community with events that are mutually beneficial. This
music festival will do that, and I feel strongly that any opposition is due to ignorance of plans and a
media-fueled distrust of the people who attend these events.
 
Kathlene R. Smith
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From: JC Helmstaedter
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Concerning the Superfly Festival.
Date: Friday, July 28, 2017 2:39:34 PM


Dear Denver City Councilwomen and Councilmen, 
 
My name is JC Helmstaedter. I own both residential and commercial property in the
Overland area. I am currently serving my second term as President of the South
Broadway Local Maintenance district, and as a board member for the newly proposed
Business Improvement District that hopefully will be presented to this council soon. I
was at Monday's City Council meeting speaking on behalf of the local business
community in the Overland neighborhood in regards to the proposed festival. Below
are some of my comments. 
 
The businesses in the area recognize this as an opportunity, and are eager to engage
with this event. They haven’t researched all the financial benefits for the City,
Overland Golf Course and our neighborhood, but they recognize how their individual
businesses would benefit.  For example, many restaurants and bars are excited
because it is our understanding that food and libations sold inside of festival grounds
will be provided by local businesses. You will be able to go to the beer tent and get a
local draft from Declaration Brewing, or get some delicious fried chicken from Post
Chicken & Beer at a food tent. This will help gain awareness and recognition for these
businesses both locally and nationally. The collection of businesses have had very
positive meetings with David and Liz, who were eager to receive feedback and our
ideas. 
 
During our meetings with the developing BID we expressed our desire to create a free
transportation service from both the Evans and I-25 light rail station to service our
neighborhood. We are currently looking at the costs associated with financing this
valuable service. The local businesses are interested in possibly integrating this
shuttle service with the festival. 
  
I believe Superfly is invested in the community and our ideas; they very much wish to
showcase our amazing culture that we have worked so hard to create. The
businesses in the Overland area are a diverse and unique bunch, but they are united
in support of this festival.  
 
Thank you for considering our opinion, 
 
JC Helmstaedter 
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From: Andrew Zorn
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: RE: Resolution 17-0687 - Music Festival
Date: Monday, July 24, 2017 10:58:59 AM


Andrew Zorn
1300 Pennsylvania Street
Apartment 205
Denver CO 80203


Places like this were created to have fun in, apologize to the locals for their parking being
more difficult for 3 days and go ahead with letting 7500 people have a fun/memorable time.
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From: Bjugstad, Autumn E. - City Council
To: Hopson, Mar"quasa R. - CC City Council Central Office
Subject: Fw: Letter of Support for Overland Music Festival
Date: Monday, July 24, 2017 11:14:00 AM
Attachments: 2017 - OVERLAND MUSIC FESTIVAL SUPPORT LETTER.pdf


Here is a letter of support for the Overland Music Festival hearing that is happening tonight.


Autumn Bjugstad | Council Aide 
Office of City Councilman Jolon Clark- District 7 
720.337.7777
autumn.bjugstad@denvergov.org | Dial 3-1-1 for City Services
Hablamos español


 
Correspondence with this office is an open record under the Colorado Open Records Act and must be made
available to anyone requesting it unless the correspondence clearly states or implies a request for
confidentiality. 


From: Ryan Aids <ryan@greenwayfoundation.org>
Sent: Monday, July 24, 2017 11:00 AM
To: Clark, Jolon M. - CC City Council Elected; Bjugstad, Autumn E. - City Council
Subject: Letter of Support for Overland Music Festival
 
Jolon and Autumn,
Please see attached a letter from TGF in support of the Overland Music Festival. Please let me
know if you have any questions. Thank you.


-- 
Ryan Aids
Development Director
The Greenway Foundation
Phone: (303) 743-9720 ext. 860


www.greenwayfoundation.org 
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     Friday, July 21, 2017 



 



      



      Members of Denver City Council: 



 



      For over four decades, The Greenway Foundation (TGF) has partnered with           



the City and County of Denver (Denver) to work toward a shared goal of 



reclaiming the South Platte River and its tributaries from places of severe 



pollution and shame into nationally recognized urban waterway amenities. 



TGF continues to enjoy and expand this partnership on numerous fronts, 



currently most noticeably involving the River Vision Implementation Projects, 



in particular the four park, trail and river corridor projects within the Overland 



neighborhood including Pasquinel’s Landing and Grant Frontier Park.   



 



My office was recently contacted by the event producer Superfly, regarding 



their effort to bring a 3-day music festival to Overland Golf Course.  A key 



focus of the subsequent discussions between Superfly and TGF involved 



assurances that the South Platte River Greenway immediately adjacent to 



the golf course would be properly and sufficiently protected and remain 



open to the public during the course of the music festival.  I found the 



commitments from Superfly and the office of District 7 Denver City 



Councilman Jolon Clark to be sufficient to where on behalf of my Board of 



Directors at TGF, I am prepared, via this communication, to offer this 



indication of support for the music festival. 



 



An engaged and ongoing open line of communication between TGF and 



Superfly has been established and will continue in the coming months to 



further ensure that the related commitments towards the Greenway’s 



usability and care will continue to be a key priority as the music festival 



evolves from planning to reality. 



 



Please find me as/if needed to discuss this matter further. 



 



With Regard; 



 



 
 



Jeff Shoemaker 
Executive Director 













From: Marc Ross
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Maggie Bruns
Subject: Rock the Earth Letter to City Council
Date: Monday, July 03, 2017 9:30:50 AM
Attachments: Denver City Council ltr.pdf


Dear Sir or Madam,
Attached please find a letter in support of Superfly Presents’ proposal to hold a music festival in
Denver in 2018.
Thank you very much for your attention to this matter.
 
Very truly yours,
 
Marc A. Ross


Founder
Rock the Earth


(c) (412) 953-6280


MarcR@RockTheEarth.org 
http://RockTheEarth.org   


"Defending the Planet One Beat at a Time”
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From: Paul Lhevine
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Brittany Morris Saunders
Subject: Letter of Support - Overland Music Festival
Date: Friday, June 30, 2017 2:21:46 PM
Attachments: Overland Festival - Letter of Support - 6-27-17.pdf


Please see the attached letter of support from Swallow Hill for the Overland Golf Course
Music Festival


-- 
Paul Lhevine
Chief Executive Officer
Swallow Hill Music
71 East Yale Ave | Denver, CO 80210
O: 303.643.5811     
C: 303.725.8249


Help everyone have access to music education -- Donate to our scholarship fund today!
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From: Steven Cook
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: SUPERFLY FESTIVALS
Date: Monday, July 31, 2017 4:02:47 PM


To whom it may concern,
 
As a business owner and property owner in the Overland neighborhood and South Broadway area I
am in favor and support the Superfly Festivals at the Overland golf course.
 
Respectfully,
 
Steven E. Cook, Esq., MSRECM
Principal
Broadway Real Estate, L.L.C.
2700 South Broadway, Suite 300
Englewood, CO 80113
Cell: 720-252-4663
Email:scook@soborealestate.com
 
Steven Cook
THE BROADWAY TEAM
Associate Broker
Equity Colorado Real Estate
Cell Phone: 720-409-2120
StevenCook@Equity-USA.com
 
 


 
 
This message and the accompanying documents are intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which
they are addressed and may contain information that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law.  If the reader of this message and  accompanying documents is not the intended recipient or
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by telephone and return the original message and
accompanying documents to us at the above address.  Thank you.
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